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a volt battery. Twelve volts is just a nominal, convenient term used to distinguish one battery
from another. The lowest limit is That means they never let resting voltage get below They know
that, if resting voltage ever reaches Some more basics: If you read articles on how electricity
flows, you see comparisons as to how water flows. This is okay up to a point, but water also
flows by gravity. The wire you pump electricity through and the connections in the lines resist
the flow. You have to overpower it. Similarly, batteries have an inherent resistance to take a
charge because of their chemical makeup. To charge a standard volt battery, you have to bring
it up to above 14 volts amount varies with the type of battery. The typical wet-cell battery lead
plates in a mixture of sulfuric acid and water needs to be charged up to about As it does, the
electrons distribute themselves and eventually balance out at This is your starting point.
Amperes are the measure of actual power available. Think of it as the amount of nominal volt
power you can draw out of a battery for a certain amount of time. The three-tenths stuff is
nothing more than a difference in measurement â€” like the difference between three-fourths of
a tank of gas and a half tank. Look at voltage as two things: First, a force that pushes electrons
â€” Second, as a handy measurement. Look at amperes as two things: First, a quantity of
energy like you would a gallon of gas â€” Second, as a handy measurement. Keep in mind that
the laws of physics prevent you from getting more out of something than you put into it! Keep
in mind that waste those wires, battery contents and such prevents you from taking out as
much as you put in. Standard wet-cell batteries can be charged to Gel-cell batteries and other
sealed batteries should never be charged to more than about And these figures only pertain
when the charger will be disconnected as those levels are reached as with a generator, solar
system, portable charger, or engine alternator. As the volts drop usually down to about Note
also: The maximum charging voltage quoted for gels by the manufacturer is as a sustained
voltage, not an intermittent one. That means brief over-voltages before a regulator shuts off are
OK. Overcharging destroys batteries quickly. Undercharging destroys batteries too, but more
subtly as the battery stratifies and will no longer maintain a charge. It will read full voltage, but
as soon as a small load is placed on it, it drops to nothing. About three hours is usually normal
for one of these equalizing charges. Some battery people recommend equalizing in this manner
every three months or after 5 deep cycles. Batteries held at Not as drastic as above, fortunately.
If you drive occasionally, your engine alternator should do it assuming the regulator is set
properly. So will a solar electric system or a good, well-regulated independent battery charger. If

nothing else, use the manual charger once in a while when parked and plugged in, but just bring
volts up to Golf Cart Battery Six volt heavy-duty batteries like golf carts, etc. Their heavy plates
and other construction features allow periodic equalizing. I recommend the same 5 amp charge
rate, for three to six hours until voltage reaches a maximum of It varies, with some people doing
it monthly which might mean another problem. Sometimes it can be confusing. Find out what
went wrong first. Is the converter working? Voltage too high? Too low? Is it connected to the
battery? Fuse blown? Wire broken? Contacts cruddy? Kill switch on motor home on or off
whichever is appropriate â€” and the wrong position a common fault among motor homers?
How many times have you deep-cycled? Short in the system? Been hooked up a long time?
More later. Measuring, metering, testing and troubleshooting require only a few tools and basic
knowledge. Much of it is common sense, requiring no tools. Get a digital meter. You need a
digital meter to accurately read battery voltage to tenths of a volt. You should have an Analog
needle face meter also. Much more later. Get a decent hydrometer if you have wet-cell batteries
and can remove the caps. Learn how to read a hydrometer. Battery Testing Can be done in more
than one way: The most accurate method of measurement is using a hydrometer to measure
specific gravity and using a D. A quality load tester may be a good purchase if you need to test
sealed12 volt batteries. For any of these methods, you must first fully charge the battery and
then remove the surface charge. If the battery has been sitting at least several hours I prefer at
least 12 hours you may begin testing. To remove surface charge the battery must be discharged
for several minutes. Using a headlight high beam will do the trick. After turning off the light you
are ready to test the battery. Specific Gravity: Full charge SG will run from about 1. High SG
more acid allows more juice current to be drawnâ€”but only up to a point; then the battery
deterioratesâ€”fast. It must have a tube inside with SG increments clearly marked and a built in
thermometer with a temperature correction chart. Look especially for differences between cells.
A variation of. If old, plan on replacing it soon. Then, take readings once each hour and write
them down. When three successive readings are alike, the battery is as charged as it will get.
Record readings for each cell and battery. Disconnect battery from any charge or load and leave
it overnight 24 hours is better. Check SG again. Readings may be a bit lower, but should be
consistent. Record these as your new baseline: your normal, full charge, resting values. Do this
again after two weeks or a month of use. Readings may be slightly higher, but again, should be
consistent. If the batteries have been constantly overcharged or undercharged, it will show up
here. You should have checked that your battery charger was set properly before starting all
this, but if you get abnormal readings check that your charger is regulating properly see later. If
you have to add water this soon, you are almost definitely overcharging. You should check
water level about once a month. More than that probably indicates overcharging. Stick it in a
cell until it just rests on top of the plates. Then fill until the inner tube floats. Too little and it will
rest on bottom of hydrometer. Too much and it will hit the top. Take your reading and write it
down. Read at the fluid level, not at the slight curvature where the fluid touches the inner tube.
Note temperature on thermometer and correct reading as indicated. Note, again, that all
readings for a battery should be within. Keep in mind you might have a cheap or faulty
hydrometer. El cheapos have a paper SG scale in the tube that slips up and down. Load testing
is yet another way of testing a battery. Load test removes amps from a battery much like
starting an engine would. A load tester can be purchased at most auto parts stores. Some
battery companies label their battery with the amp load for testing. For instance, a CCA battery
would load test at amps for 15 seconds. A load test can only be performed if the battery is near
or at full charge. Digital Voltmeters should read as the voltage is shown in this document. If you
have voltage readings in the If you have a maintenance free wet cell, the only ways to test are
voltmeter and load test. You may get a good reading from 1 cell but have a problem with other
cells in the battery. Maintenance is all-important. Crud on top of a battery provides a path
between poles. All batteries need to be kept charged â€” but not overcharged or undercharged.
All need clean connections and good, stout cable and wire of the proper size. No battery should
be routinely deep-cycled. Of most importance, charging needs to be well regulated. Standard,
old-timey flooded batteries are cheap initially. See remarks elsewhere. They will vent gas and
fluid, but it can be replenished with distilled water. They require a lot of care. You should never
charge a gel battery to more than You occasionally bring it up to AGMs are charged similarly,
just with different voltages. But with a regular, wet-cell battery with removable caps, you can
add water and clean up the corrosion. All you can do is watch the battery deteriorate. Also, if
you overcharge a gel or AGM battery, the factory can detect that, too. Again, no more warranty.
Check yours no matter what kind of battery you use. Or is it charging them up to something
ridiculous? Or is it charging at all? Some, even fewer, RVs use a separate battery charger not as
part of a converter. Generally, these are pretty good and expensive. But check them the same
way. The best chargers regulate in two, three or four stages. There are some four-stage

chargers also. If you want to use gel or AGM batteries, you must have a good, reliable,
user-adjustable regulator and charger. The best way to charge batteries is with a solar electric
system. A solar system if it has a user-adjustable regulator will let you set the charge cut-off at
desired volts. Usually, anytime the solar system achieves that, it will cut off and drop to about
For a backup, you can use a generator or commercial power. Make sure your generator if it has
a direct DC 12 volt charging outlet is set to regulate at proper volts! Do the same with an
independent charger. Many others are available. If one did, then the maximum life of any battery
would equal the available number of cycles and no battery would last more than 6 to 9 months.
If you have a AH battery and take no more than 20AH from it before recharging, it might last
longer than you will. Simple arithmeticâ€”how many AH used versus how many AH available
will tell you how many batteries are needed. So a AH battery is really about 84AH. No battery will
give you its rated output in real life! By then, lights get dim and TV picture small. A Specific
Gravity of about 1. Of key interest to us are:. A AH golf cart will, technically, give you 30 amps
for its rated 6 hours, but it will not give 60 amps for three hours. It will give one amp for about
hours, though, which is nice to know. Read the charts when comparing batteries. At higher
temps, they put out more, but die sooner. At lower temps, they put out less, but last longer
unless you let them freeze. Tying the system together is important. No point spending a lot of
money on batteries and chargers and wiring it up with skimpy junk. Large battery cables can be
purchased from San Diego Battery Wholesale. Custom-made cable to your lengths with
terminals that match your vehicle is also available. Use the chart see later to keep an accurate
check on state of charge. When taking SG readings, measure voltage at the same time. Note
that chart voltages later are as little as. You need a digital meter. See ads in electronics
magazines for reasonably priced meters. See Sources. All RVers need one of these anyway. Use
a regulator to prevent overcharge. When you think a battery is charged, too high a SG means
over. Too low means under. Compare with an accurate voltage check. You should only need to
add water a few times a year. In series, volts increase; amps remain the same. In parallel, amps
increase; volts remain the same. Connect - of one to the - of the other. You will then have still
have a 12volt bat, but with greater amp hour capacity. Clearly not the thing to do unless you
have a bus conversion or custom rig that uses 24Volts. However, many RVers use 6 volt usually
golf cart batteries. Wiring in Series: To visualize it easier. Start with a simple block diagram.
Two 6V batteries. Think of it this way instead of as four 6V bats! You now have two - unused
posts. Connect them together just as you would when connecting two ordinary 12V bats in
parallel. The problem many people have is in thinking that this is very complicated. The only
time you think of the bats as four 6V bats is when you disconnect them for maintenance and
cleaning. Look around for the obvious. Is the battery still there? Is everything in one piece? A
nearby lightning strike can blow the top off. Are the cables connected? Steps: Connect a volt
meter across the battery. While the corrosion builds up very gradually, its effect can happen
suddenly. All the above can be done with a volt meter or test lamp. It can be checked with a
hydrometer, but a battery can read OK and still be faulty. Almost everybody has one. Most
people never pay attention to them. Most isolators send a charge to the batteries automatically.
There are times, in bad weather, when I need to boost the batteries, so when on the road I hit the
switch that goes to the charge line to house batteries and the engine alternator charges them in
the normal way. A cheap, voltmeter on the dash keeps me informed when to shut charging off.
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